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By a Wiener process we mean a countably additive random measure taking 
independent values on disjoint sets. Given two continuous Wiener processes 
we give their decomposition into weakly equivalent and mutually singular parts. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper M will denote a nonempty set and !Vl will 
denote a u-algebra of subsets. A random measure over (M, !JJl) is a 
countably additive mapping from !?JI to random variables on some 
probability measure space Sz. We call a random measure which takes 
stochasticly independent values on disjoint sets a Wiener process. 
Such a process is continuous if it is without atoms. Throughout this 
paper continuity will be assumed. One way of regarding a Wiener 
process is to consider it as giving a random scatter of charge over M. 
The structure theory for Wiener processes was given, for the real 
interval [0, T] by Ito in [5], and for the general case by W. F. 
Stinespring and the author in [8] and [9], and independently of us 
by J. Feldman in [3]. 
Given two Wiener processes Y and Y’, we say that Y’ is absolutely 
continuous with respect to Y (this will be written Y’ < Y) in case 
there is a homomorphism between the algebra of random variables 
measurable relative to Y, to those measurable relative to Y’, which 
carries Y((A) onto Y(A) f or each A in !VL If the homomorphism is 
actually an isomorphism, we say that Y and !P’ are weakly isomorphic 
and write it Y’ g Y. Given Y and Y’, it is natural to ask whether 
Y’ < Y or Y’ z Y. Answers have been provided for M = [0, T] 
by Skorokhod (see [4]) and by Feldman in [2]. But these answers are 
not perspicuous. Recently, for the special case of homogeneous 
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processes on [0, 7’1, Newman has, in [6], given a different and clear 
solution via special methods. He has also shown how Y and Y/’ may be 
jointly decomposed. The present note gives the answers in the 
general case, showing them to be simple consequences of the structure 
theory given in [9]. 
2. STRUCTURE 
We recount briefly the general features of Wiener processes from 
[9]. We do this partly to clear away the thickets of technical jargon 
by which this sort of mathematics has been obscured in the past. 
When we refer implicitly to a topology on random variables, as 
in the phrase “countably additive,” we mean the topology of con- 
vergence in measure. 
Given a Wiener process Y over (M, !M) and taking its values on Q, 
by the support of Y we will mean the smallest u-algebra 6 of subsets 
of !J which are measurable with respect to all Y(A) with A in ‘3.R 
The measurable random variables with respect to Y are just those 
measurable with respect to 6. 
Suppose that (X, X, p) is a measure space. By the standard Poisson 
process on X with mean p we mean a countably additive map P from 
sets of finite p measure to random variables such that P has 
independent values on disjoint sets and, for each A in the domain, 
P(A) has a Poisson distribution with mean p(A). 
By a jump process over (M, VI), we mean a special kind of Wiener 
process J constructed as follows. We take X to be M x R* with 
R* = R - (0). We take 3E to be the u-algebra generated by the sets 
A x B with A E Y.4 and B Borel. We take a a-finite measure p on 3E. 
The corresponding standard Poisson process P with mean TV is called 
the counting process of J; while J itself is given by the renormalized 
stochastic integral: 
JW = s,,,. X dP - sin X dp. (1) 
Here X denotes the function: (m, A) + A. For (1) to make sense it is 
necessary and sufficient that h be square integrable on the complement 
of a set of finite p measure and this condition will always be assumed. 
(In the customary style this would be stated: X2/(1 + As) is p-inte- 
grable on M x R*.) The choice of sin X in (1) is arbitrary: any 
continuous function of X which behaves like X near 0 and is bounded 
will do. Of course J is just a special sort of compound Poisson process. 
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Now let Yi and Ys be two Wiener processes over (M, ‘9X). First, 
if Yi and Us are weakly isomorphic and the isomorphism preserves 
expectations, we shall say that Yi and Ya are strongly isomorphic and 
write Y, 1 Yz . Second, for any Yr and ul, taking their respective 
values on probability spaces Sz, and L?, , the direct sum Y, @ Y, is 
defined by declaring that (Yi @ Yz)(A) shall be that random variable 
on .52, x Q, whose value at (wi , wa) is Y/,(A)(w,) + YIZ(A)(+J. 
There are two structure theorems. Together they extend the 
classical Levy-Khintchine-Ito Theorem. The first, the Buy- 
Khintchine Theorem, says that any Wiener process is strongly 
isomorphic to a direct sum 
(2) 
Here p is a signed measure on %R; N is a normal distribution with 
mean 0 and variance ~1, with T.J a finite measure on m; and J is a jump 
process determined by a measure p on M x R*. The decomposition 
is unique and, because of the continuity of Y, the measures p, v, and 
p are all without atoms. 
This decomposition has a natural interpretation when we think 
of a Wiener process Y as describing a random scatter of charge over 
M. Thus p gives a continuous scalar distribution of charge, N gives 
continuous normal fluctuations in the charge, and J accounts for the 
point charges. In connection with J, we observe that (m, A) in M x R’* 
corresponds to a charge X at the point m, and that the process P 
counts charge according to position and value. The combined point 
charge in A should be given by 
s h dP. AxR* 
However this expression may diverge, hence its replacement by 
renormalized integral (1). For future use we remark that the formal 
expression 
~(4 - s,,,. sir@) 4 
describes the continuous charge in A. 
The second structure theorem is the Ito Measurability Theorem. 
Its essence is that if a continuous Wiener Process is decomposed as 
in (2) with jump process J and counting process P, then the values of 
P are measurable with respect to Y. The result follows because on 
sets of the form 
AxB (4) 
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with A in cJJ1 and B = (A, co) with X > 0, (also with B of the form 
(-CO, -A)), the values of P may be computed from the values Y on 
the subsets of A. Specifically, if LY. > 0, if 23 is a subdivision of A 
using elements of %R, and if #X gives the number of members of X, 
we use the function 
#{I? E8: Y(B) 2 a}. (5) 
Clearly (5) is measurable with regard to Y. It is shown, in 
[9, Proposition 4, Corollary 21, how to construct P(A x B) using 
sequences of functions like (5), together with limits superior in 
probability and limits in probability. 
Now suppose that Y’ is a second Wiener process over (M, ‘%I). 
Let its L&y-Khintchine decomposition be p’ @ N’ @ J’ with 
counting process P’. Suppose that Y’ < Y. Then the homomorphism 
which carries Y onto Y’ also carries the function (5) onto the cor- 
responding function defined for Y’. But this implies that P(A x B) 
is carried to P’(A x B) whenever A x B is as in (4). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let ?I-’ and Y’ be continuous Wiener processes 
with corresponding counting processes P and P’. Suppose that ?F < Y. 
Then the homomorphism carrying Y to Y’ carries each value of P onto 
the corresponding value of P’. 
Proof. Let v denote the homomorphism from Y to Y’. Let 
X = M x R* and 3 be defined as for jump processes, and let p and 
p’ be the measures determining P and P’. Let 
x, = M x [(-Go, l/n) u (l/n, a)]. 
Let 3& be the collection of all C in X, such that v 0 P(C) = P’(C). 
We know that this is true for each C of the special form (4) above 
with h > l/n. Let ‘3, be the ring generated by such sets. Then it is 
true for all C in %n . Hence, true also for the smallest monotone 
class containing W, . But this is just the collection of those sets from 
3E which lie in X, . 
Now let C be any set of finite p measure. That is, any set in the 
domain of P. Let C, = C n X, . The scatter representation, to be 
described in the next section, makes it clear that, as n --f CO, both 
P(C,) -+ P(C) and P’(C,) + P’(C) in probability. Thus y 0 P(C) = 
P’(C)* I 
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3. THE DECOMPOSITION OF POISSON PROCESSES 
Throughout this section p and p’ will be nonatomic a-finite 
measures over (X, X) and P and P’ will be the corresponding standard 
Poisson processes. We will say that P’ is absolutely continuous with 
regard to P (we write it P’ < P) if the domain of P is contained in 
that of P’ and there is a homomorphism between the respective 
algebras of measurable random variables which, for each A in the 
domain of P, carries P(A) to P’(A). If the domains are the same and 
the homomorphism is actually an isomorphism, we say that P’ and P 
are weakly isomorphic and write it P’ r P. 
From Proposition 1 we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Let Y and Y’ be continuous Wiener processes with 
corresponding counting processes P and P’. If Y < Y then P’ < P. 
If Y’ 1 Y, then P’ z P. 
We now determine when P z P’. We first suppose that p and p’ 
are both finite. As in [8, p. 3891, we realize our processes on 
Q = IJrXn where X0= (D}. For AEX and WE&Z? we define 
P(A)(w) to be the number of coordinates of w which lie in A. We 
define a measure v on Q by declaring that on X”, v shall be the 
product measure 
e-G(X)p,njn!. (6) 
We define v’ analogously. Our two processes are realized simul- 
taneously by taking P on the space (9, v) and P’ = P on the measure 
space (Q, v’). 
Let 6 be the smallest u-algebra of events in Q which are measurable 
relative to P. This consists of all those subsets of Xn, for n = 0, 1, 
2 ,*a*, which are measurable relative to the product measure pn and 
which are also symmetric, i.e., invariant under changes of coordinates. 
For the two Poisson processes to be weakly isomorphic it is necessary 
and sufficient that the v and v’ be equivalent measures on 52. According 
to (6) this will happen if and only if p and p’ are equivalent measures. 
Suppose that p * p’ so that v w v’ on 0. A computation shows 
that 
(7) 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p and p’ be nonatomic o-Jinite measures over 
(X, X), and let P and P’ be the corresponding standard Poisson processes. 
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Then P’ 1 P zf and only if p m pLI and sx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)112 -: 00. 
(The condition: Jx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2 < co appears in [7].) 
Before proceeding to the proof in the general case, we describe 
a well-known representation of a standard Poisson process, our 
particular version being given in the style of [9, Proposition 31. We 
call this particular realization of P the scatter representation because 
of the natural interpretation of P as a random scatter of points over X. 
We are given (X, X, CL) and wish to realize the corresponding 
standard Poisson process P. We let J2 be the collection of all countable 
subsets of X. For A E 3Z and w E Q define P(A) by 
ww) = #(w n 4 
We define 6 to be the smallest g-algebra of subsets of Sz with respect 
to which all the P(A) are measurable. This is the u-algebra determined 
by sets of the type 
{w E 52: P(A) = n}. 
We define v as the unique measure on 6 which assigns to this set 
the measure 
7k441 x &VW (8) 
this being 0 in case p(A) = co. The scatter representation arises by 
taking (Q, V) and restricting P to sets of finite p measure. 
When we have P and P’ over (X, X, p) and (X, 3, p’), we obtain 
their joint scatter representation by defining v’ analogously to v, giving 
P’ for its domain those sets which have finite p’ measure, and by 
setting P’ = P on this domain. 
Proof of Proposition 2. We take the joint scatter representation 
of P and P’ as just described. We claim that P and P’ are weakly 
isomorphic if and only if v and v’ are equivalent measures. 
First suppose that the processes are weakly isomorphic. Then the 
identity mapping carries null sets relative to v onto null sets relative 
to VI. Hence v w v’. Second suppose that v M v’. Let A E 3E with 
0 < p(A) < co. Then according to (8) the event that P(A) = 1 
has positive v measure. Because v M v’, this event also has positive 
V' measure. Hence 0 -C p’(A) < co. Thus the sets with finite and 
positive p measure coincide with the sets of finite and positive CL’ 
measure. This implies that the null sets coincide also. We conclude 
that the two processes have the same domain. The identity mapping 
sets up the desired weak isomorphism. 
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In determining when v M v’ we may restrict to the case when p and 
CL’ are equivalent and have the same sets of finite measure. We let 
Xl, x2 >***, be a sequence of disjoint sets in X each with finite p 
measure whose union is X. Analogously to what goes for X, for each i 
we have Qi , 3E, , vi , and vi’. Also, according to the case when v was 
finite, we may suppose that vi m vi’. We observe that D = n Qi , 
v = nvi, and v’ = I-I vi’. Kakutani’s theorem (see [6]) says that 
either v M v’ or v /I v’, according to whether the product 
l--I s,, (dlq dv,‘)lj2 1 
converges or diverges to 0. But (7) says that these conditions are 
equivalent to Jx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)lf2 being respectively finite 
or infinite. 1 
The above proof has also yielded: 
COROLLARY 2. Let P and P’ be as in Proposition 2, and let v and v’ 
be the probability measures arising in their joint scatter representation. 
If p R+ t.~’ and Jx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2 = KI, then v and v’ are 
mutually singular. 
Suppose that we are given the measures p and p’ over (X, X). 
We say that a set C in X gives their Hahn decomposition if p w EL’ 
on C and p’ 11 TV on X - C. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let P and P’, the standard Poisson processes over 
(X, X) with respective means t.~ and p’, be given their joint scatter 
representation on D with corresponding probability measures v and v’. 
(a) If P II P’, then v II v’. (b) Suppose that t.~ and E.L’ are not mutually 
singular but have Hahn decomposition C. Let Q, = {w E Q : w 6 C}. 
Consider the integral Jx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2. If it is infinite 
v 11 v’; while, if it is Jinite, Qn, gives a Hahn decomposition for v and v’. 
Proof. For ‘any A in 3E, we define Q, to be {w E Q : w C A}. 
Also, we say that A supports p, if p(X - A) = 0. We first observe 
that if A supports p, then 9, supports v. This is because Q;2, is the 
event that P(X - A) = 0 and, according to (8), this event has v 
measure 1. 
To establish part (a) we suppose that p 11 p’. We choose disjoint 
supports A and A’ for t.~ and CL’, respectively. Then .R, and QnA , are 
disjoint supports for v and v’. Thus v II v’. 
To establish part (b), we again choose supports A and A’, for p and 
p’ respectively, but now we do it in such a way that A n A’ = C. 
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We next consider Q, n Sz,, = Sz,,,, = Sz, . Because Q, supports 
v and QnA, supports v’, we observe that v and v’ will be mutually 
singular, except possibly on s2, f~ Q,, = Sz, . Even here, we will have 
singularity unless Qc has positive measure with regard to both v 
and v’. But these measures are respectively exp[-p(X - C)] and 
exp[-p’(X - C)]. Thus we have v 11 v’ unless the following two con- 
ditions hold. 
(i) p(X - C) < 03 (ii) p’(X - C) < co. 
Now suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. We consider the processes 
P and P’ restricted to C. Applying Proposition 2 and Corollary 2 
we see that v’ = v or v’ 11 v according to whether the condition 
(iii) s, dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2 < co 
is satisfied or not. 
We have shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for Qc 
to provide a Hahn decomposition of v and v’ is that (i), (ii), (iii) all 
be satisfied and that if any condition fails, v’ ]I v. Part (b) is an elegant 
rephrasing of this conclusion. i 
COROLLARY 3. Let P and P’ be the standard Poisson processes over 
(X, J) with means p and p’ respectively. Then P’ < P if and only ;f 
p’ < p and Jx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2 < 00. 
Proof. We give P and P’ their joint scatter representation and 
adopt the notation of Proposition 3. Thus C in 3E gives a Hahn 
decomposition for p and p’. We have I” < P if and only if v’ < v. 
By Proposition 3, this happens if and only if 52, gives a Hahn 
decomposition for v and v’ and additionally supports v’. But 52, 
supports v’ if and only if C supports p’, in which case CL’ < II. Thus, 
by Proposition 3, v’ < v if and only if p’ < p and 
s x dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)‘/2 < 0~). 1 
4. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
Suppose that Y and Y’ are Wiener processes over (M, ‘9JI). Let the 
measures arising in their respective Levy-Khintchine decompositions 
be p, v, p; and p’, v’, p’. For each A in 9II we set 
T(A) = p(A) - p’(A) - j sin h(dp - dp’). (9) 
AxR* 
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In general T will not exist; but formally, at least, it is a signed measure. 
As suggested by Eq. (3), we will call T the d$erence in the continuous 
charge between Y and Y’. When the condition 
s x dp + d/L - 2(dp d/+J2 < co 
is satisfied-the integral being over M x R* - 7 is, in fact, a signed 
measure. To see this we merely take X = M x R* and f = sin(h) 
in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (X, 3l, p) and (X, X, p’) be o-Jinite measure spaces. 
Suppose that sx dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)llz < co. Suppose further that 
f is bounded, and square integrable relative to p. Then J’,., f (dp - dp’) 
is jinite. 
Proof. We write dp’/dp = (1 + a)“. Then 
s x dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)l/$ < 00 
becomes sx 01~ dp < co. Thus Q E L,(X, 3, p). Now sA f (dp - dp’) = 
JA f (1 - dp’/dp) dp = -=JA fa dp - JA fa2 dp. The first term con- 
verges because f is in L, ; the second because f is bounded. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Y and Y’ be Wiener processes over (M, !JJl). 
Let their respective LCvy-Khintchine decompositions be p @ N @ J 
and p’ @ N’ @ J’. Let the structure measures associated with N, J, and 
N’, J’ be respectively v, p; and v’, p’. Finally let r be the “dz$ference in 
continuous charge” between Y and Y’ (see (9)). For Y’ < Y it is 
necessary and suficient that each of the following conditions be satisfied: 
(i) p’ < p and 
s dp + dp’ - 2(dp dp’)1/2 < co, MxR* 
(ii) 0’ = 0, 
(iii) T < v and 
Remark 1. When J = 0 and J’ = 0, Proposition 4 is part of a 
well-known result. In this case Y z Y, or !F’ 11 Y in the sense to be 
explained in Section 5, according to whether (ii) and (iii) are satisfied 
or not (for example, see [l].) 
Proof of Proposition 4. We let the respective counting processes 
be P and P’ and suppose first that (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied. By 
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(i) and Corollary 3, we have P’ < P. According to Eq. (1), the 
homomorphism carrying P to P’ carries p @ J onto p’ @ 7 @ J’. 
Thus p’ @ 7 @ /’ < p + J. By (ii) N’ A N. Hence, 
By (iii) and Remark 1 above, we have 7 @ N’ 2 N’. Thus 
p’@N’@ J’<p@N@J. 
Conversely, suppose that Y’ < Y, By Corollary 1, P’ < P. By 
Corollary 3, condition (i) is satisfied. 
We next observe that, according to Eq. (1) and Proposition 1, the 
homomorphism carrying Y to Y’ carries p(A) @ J(A) onto 
P’W 0 44 0 J’w f or each A in ‘9JZ. It follows that N(A) is carried 
to --7(A) @N’(A). W e conclude that --7 @ N’ < N. Hence, by 
the Remark 1 above, conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. l 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 4. 
COROLLARY 4. With the notation of Proposition 4, necessary and 
su$icient conditions that ?P’ 2% Y are the same as in the proposition 
except that, in item (i), p’ < p is replaced by p’ w p. 
5. DECOMPOSITION 
Stochastic processes on [0, T] may be realized on path space and 
so decomposed into equivalent and mutually singular parts. However, 
path space is not natural for most Wiener processes. Accordingly 
we proceed analogously to the discussion in Section 3 by abstracting 
the concept of a joint representation. The discussion below is a mere 
outline and is given for two processes; but any finite number of 
Wiener processes may be treated similarly by making the obvious 
changes. 
Let Yi and Y2 be two Wiener processes over (M, 9X). Let @ be a 
mapping from ‘%X to functions on a space 9. Let 6 be the smallest 
o-algebra of subsets of Q with respect to which all the @(A) are 
measurable. Now suppose that we have two probability measures 
vi and va on 6 such that Y A @ when @ is taken relative to (52, vi) 
and Y z @ when @ is taken relative to (Q, us). In such circumstances 
we will say that we have a joint representation of Yi and Ya . 
We can always produce such a representation by realizing Yi on 
(Sz, , ui’) and Ya on (Sz, , vs’) with Q, , .Q, disjoint. We then take 
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9 = 52, u $2,) define each @(A) to be Y,(A) on a, and Y,(A) on Qs , 
define G as just described and finally, for i = 1 or 2, define 
V,(A) = v,‘(A n Q,) for each A in 6. 
In a joint representation, our definition of G is quite restrictive 
and effectively ties Yr and Y, together. In fact, if we denote by 5 the 
ideal of all sets which are both v1 null and v2 null, if we identify sets 
in G which differ by something in 5, and if we identify random 
variables with equivalence classes relative to 3, then our joint 
representation is unique up to isomorphism. 
To establish this, we first rephrase it. We let v = *(vi + vg). 
We let CD- be the countably additive random measure obtained by 
taking Cp on (Q, v). Uniqueness is equivalent to saying that, given any 
two joint representations of !Pr , Ya , the corresponding countably 
additive measures @- and @-’ are strongly isomorphic with the 
isomorphism carrying the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dv,/dv and 
dv,/dv for one version onto those for the other. 
Now let B = {A, ,..., A,} be any subdivision of n/r using elements 
of mm. For @- z @-’ it is necessary and sufficient that for each d, 
the two sets: @-(A,),..., @*(A,); and @‘(A&.., @*‘(A,) shall have 
identical joint distributions. These joint distributions are probability 
measures on Euclidean n-space. In each case such a joint distribution 
is just the average of the measure coming from Y,(A,),..., Yr(A,) 
and the measure coming from Y,(A, ,..,, Yz(A,). Thus @* f CD-‘. 
We next see what happens to dv,/dv and dv,ldv under the iso- 
morphism carrying CD- onto P’. We restrict attention to dv,/dv, 
which we now denote by [. With B a subdivision of M as above, we 
denote by Gn the a-subalgebra of G determined by all the functions 
@(A) with A E 8. We denote the conditional expectation of 5 on 
GB by ts . We define 5’ and S8’ analogously using CD-‘. Our collection 
of subdivisions forms a directed set. We observe that ta converges 
to 5 and tar converges to E’. Thus, to show that the isomorphism 
which carries Qp- to di-’ also carries 5 to .$I, it is enough to show that, 
for each b, [n goes to ea’ . But .$@ may be seen to have the form 
f(@*(A,),..., @-(A,)) with f(~r ,..., x,) a bounded Bore1 function; 
and ca’ arises in exactly the same way by using the same function f 
and @’ instead of CD*. Thus ts is carried to ca’ . Uniqueness is 
thereby established. 
Now suppose that we have Wiener processes Yr and Y, . Let the 
elements of their joint representation be @, Q, G, v1 , and v2 . We can 
use these elements to describe the various relations between Y1 and 
u/, . Thus Yz < ul, if and only if v2 < v1 ; while Yz 2 Y1 if and 
only if v2 z vr . We shall say that Y2 and Y, are mutually singular 
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(we write it Y2 Ij Yi) . m case v2 11 vi . When Y, and Yi are not mutually 
singular, we can choose a subset (S of Q which gives a Hahn de- 
composition of vi , v2 . Then we define the conditional expectation 
of Yi given Ya (we write it (Yi 1 Y,)) to be Y, taken over 6 instead 
of over Q, 6 being supplied with the probability measure v~(E)-~ x vi . 
The conditional expectation (Ya 1 Yi) is defined analogously. Clearly 
(5 I ‘u,) z (Y2 I ‘u,>- 
We next observe that (Y, 1 Y,) is a continuous countably additive 
random measure. In fact, it takes independent values on disjoint sets, 
and is, therefore, a Wiener process. To see this, we let A’ and A” be 
disjoint sets from1IJZ. There is no loss in supposing that A’ u A” = M. 
We have joint representation and Hahn decompositions for the 
restrictions of Yi , Y, to A’ and to A”. Thus analogously to Sz, Qi, 
v1 , va ,6 for M, we have Q’, @‘, vi’, va’, 6:’ for A and Q”, di”, vi , vl , a” 
for A”. For A in ‘9.X, define @‘(A) on 0’ x L?” by @‘(A)(w’, w”) = 
@‘(A n A’)(w’) + @“(A n A”)(o”). Then Q’ x Q”, @‘, vl' x V; , 
us’ x vi give a joint representation for Yr and Y, on A!? and (5:’ x 6” 
gives its Hahn decomposition. Further, (Yi I YJ arises when we 
restrict the values of @’ to (5’ x 6” and supply 6’ x 6” with the 
probability measure coming from vi’ x VI . Thus we have stochastic 
independence. 
The lemma below follows when we take Y = (Y, / Ya). 
LEMMA 2. Let YI and Yz be Wiener processes over (M, mm). If Yl 
and Y2 are not mutually singular, then there exists a Wiener process Y 
such that Y < YI and Y < Yz . 
We can now give the general decomposition theorem. 
THEOREM. Let Y and Y’ be Wiener processes over (M, %R). Let 
their respective L&y-Khintchine decompositions be p @ N @ J and 
p’ @ N’ @ J’. Let the corresponding counting processes be P and P’. 
Let the measures associated with N, J; and N’, J’, be respectively v, p; 
and v’, p”. Finally let T be the “dz#erence in continuous charge” (see (9)). 
Consider the following conditions: 
(;) J-hfXR’ 
dll. + d$ - 2(dp dcL’)l/z < 03, 
(ii) v = VI, 
(iii) T<V and St) fi2dv<co. M dv 
Part (a). If any condition is not satisfied, then Y (I Y’. 
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Part (b). S pp u ose the conditions are all satis$ed. If p 11 CL’ then 
again we have Y Ij Y’; while, if C gives a Hahn decomposition for p and 
p’, the conditional expectation (Y 1 Y’) is obtained by restricting the 
values of Y to the event that P(M x R* - C) = 0. 
Proof of Part (a). Suppose that Y and Y’ are not mutually 
singular. We will show that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied. 
By Lemma 2 there is a Wiener process Y” with Y” < Y and Y” < Y’. 
We denote the structural elements of Y” by p”, N”, J”, etc. Let the 
“difference in continuous charge” between Y and Y” be or and 
between Y’ and Y” let it be ~a . Then applying Proposition 4 to the 
pairs Y”, Y and Y”, Y’ we obtain: 
(9’ j dp + d/Y - 2(dp dp”)‘/2 < co, 
MxR* 
I 
dp + dti - 2(dcL d$)l12 < 00, 
MxR* 
(ii)’ v = VW, v = v’, 
(iii)’ 71 < v and jM(g,” dv < 00, ~~ < v’ and jM ($)” dv’ < 00. 
Condition (ii)’ implies (ii). Also because 7 = TV - TV, we see that 
(iii)’ implies (iii). To show that (i)’ implies (i), we introduce any 
measure v on M x R* with respect to which II, TV’, and pfl are all 
absolutely continuous. Let f = (dp/dv)‘l”, f’ = (dp’/dv)l12 and 
f N = (dp”/dv)li2. Then (i)’ says that, relative to v, both f-f” and 
f’ -f’ are square integrable. But then f-f’ is square integrable. 
This last implies (i). 1 
Proof of Part (b). By (ii), we may suppose that N = N’. By (iii) 
and Remark 1, we know that p @ N z (p - T) @ N. Let us choose 
a joint representation for p @ N and (p - T) @ N. Let the various 
structural elements be denoted by Q, , Q1 , vr and vl’. We have 
VI M VI’. 
We proceed to construct a joint representation for Y and Y’. To 
this end we let Q2 , P, v2 , v2’ give the joint scatter representation of P 
and P’ as described in Section 3. Now consider G2 defined on Q, 
by the stochastic integral 
@2(A) = s,,,* h dP - sin(X) dp. 
For the process P this means exactly what it appears to mean; while 
for P’, we take the integrand to be 
h dP’ - sin(h) dp’ - sin(h) (dp - dp’). 
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It follows from equation (1) that the structural elements Da , @a , v2 , 
va’ give a joint representation for J and (p’ - p + T) @ J’ (see (9)). 
Thus Q, x Sz, , @r @ @a , vi x v2 , vl’ x v2’ give a joint represen- 
tation of p @ N @ J and p’ @ N’ @ J’. 
To conclude the proof we first consider the case when p 11 p’. 
According to part (a) of Proposition 3, va 11 vs’. Observing that v1 M vi’ 
we see that v1 x va 11 vi’ x va’. Thus Y 1) Y’. Finally, we consider the 
case when C gives a Hahn decomposition of p1 and t.~s. Then 
according to part (b) of Proposition 3, 9, = {w E 52, : w C C> gives 
a Hahn decomposition for vs and va’. Hence QR, x Q, gives a Hahn 
decomposition for vi x va and vi’ x v2’ in 52, x Q, . But Q, x Qc 
is just the event in Sz, x Sz, that P(M x R* - C) = 0. 1 
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